
 
SUDS Car Wash 

Customer Service Associate 
JOB DESCRIPTION 

 
I. GOAL  

The primary reason that a Temporary Wash Associate 
exists at a conveyorized car wash is to learn how to provide a great 
customer experience in a polite and professional manner with the intent of 

becoming a regular part time employee. 
  

II. PRIMARY DUTIES 
 
A. Loader 

1. Proper Loading Techniques 
a. Clear & crisp hand movements as instructed by training. 
b. Thumbs Up/Smile gestures required. 
c. Ensure two rollers kick up behind the vehicle. 
d. Make sure the vehicle is lined up straight before motioning them 

onto the conveyor.  
e. If out of alignment ask them to back up to get lined up straight. 
f. Be quick to stop customers if they are misaligned. 

 
2. Employee Safety 

a. Never walk in front of or between vehicle(s) 
b. Never step on the guide rail 
c. Never put feet onto or between conveyor  
d. Avoid stepping on the correlators  

 
3. Customer greeting 

 
a. Wave and a smile are absolutely REQUIRED.  
b. Eye contact with customers. 
c. Thumbs up when loaded. 
d. Always say “thank you”. 

  
4. Proper vehicle inspection 

a. Point out any and all scratches, dents, or blemishes to the 
camera by point one hand at the blemish the opposite hand into 
the air in a clear manner. 

b. Inspect front bumper, grill, facia areas as vehicle pulls onto 
conveyor. 

c. Alert any drivers with bug shields that there is a high probability 
that the dryers will break or remove the bug shield during the 
drying process and ask them if they want to continue. 
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d. Older vehicles physically check the mirrors by gently wiggling. If 
loose advise driver of same and ask if they want to continue.  If 
not stop conveyor and back them off. 

e. Inspect for any loose or damaged body parts that could become 
entangled during the wash process.  Do not allow these vehicles 
to continue.  Refund their money regardless of if they insist to 
proceed.  The fear here is a loose body part becoming lodged in 
our equipment and damaging the next vehicle(s) in line. 

f. Dirty truck beds.  Cannot allow dirty truck beds with grease, 
grime or loose debris.  This can damage, or soil our mitter 
material, fly out of the truck bed and strike the next vehicle in 
line or become soiled and distribute soil/grease onto the next 
several vehicles in line.  Must refund money if truck beds have 
grease, soil or loose debris. 

g. Inspect mirrors looking for those that are loose. 
h. Telescopic antennas that will not retract will be torn off the 

vehicle if not retracted. 
i. Caked on mud.  Any caked on mud in the fender well or rocker 

panels of vehicles.  We cannot remove this dirt AND it will leave 
excessive residue on our brush material that could damage the 
next vehicle in line.  We must remove the vehicle and refund the 
money. 

j. Inform customers if there is any issue found  
 

5. Proper spacing between cars 
a. Never space vehicles closer than 10 feet apart unless told to do 

so by site supervisor.  
b. On slow days always allow vehicles to exit wraps before loading 

another vehicle. 
c. Proper separation is the sole responsibility of the loader. 
d. On super busy days spacing may be tighter according to the 

SS’s instructions. 
 

6. Bug presoak application 
a. Apply presoak to front bumper and grill areas, mirrors and 

windshield in an even application. 
b. No need to waste the presoak an even application is sufficient 

any more just runs off onto the ground. 
 

7. Proper Brush Prep techniques 
a. Ensure brush is clean of any dirt or debris by rinsing it in the 

prep bucket. 
b. Be careful not to allow the brush to contact the bottom of the 

prep bucket where dirt and debris collects. 
c. Always keep fresh soap in the prep bucket as per instructions. 
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d. Be careful to focus on areas of the rear of vehicle that our wash 
equipment cannot easily clean such as: 1) under spoiler areas; 
2) license plate areas; 3) corner of bumpers and tailgates; 4) 
under elevated spoilers 

B.  Lot Duties 
1. Ensure drying towels are collected from the return bins on the vac 

stanchions, washed and folded on the towel cart presented and ready 
for customer use. 

2. Drying towels are to be washed & folded per instructions.  
3. Lot is free of ALL trash and debris. 

a. Spot sweep 
b. Leaf blow 

4. Check ALL Vac hoses to ensure excellent suction.  
5. All vac hoses rolled properly and claw/crevice tool properly seated in 

resting position. 
6. Remove any trash and replace with new bag for any cans that are ¾ 

full. Check trash for any towels that are mistakenly thrown away by 
customers, remove same and place in towel collection bin. 

7. Pull any weeds in the landscaping. 
8. Sweep up any clumps of mud/dirt in the vac area. 
9. Inspect pay station island and pick up any receipt tickets. 

 
C. OTT Operation/Wash Connect Operation 

1. Manage queue 
a. Randomly check customers ticket number ensuring they are 

next in the wash queue.   It is possible for the wash queue to get 
out of sequence and customers may receive a wash different 
from the one purchased. 

b. Any time a customer is removed from line, their wash must be 
removed from the wash queue.  

c. Must know how to upgrade wash when asked for by 
customer(wrong wash purchase.) 
 

 D. XPT Operation/ Wash Menu 
a.  Memorize all wash packages and the different points of 

each.Pricing 
b. Complete knowledge of all three Monthly Club Plans and the 

differences between them. Includes the issuing, cancelation 
process & upgrade/downgrade procedures.  

2. Understand all aspects of XPTs and how to assist customers at XPT 
a. Wash page 

i. Basic-Clean, Rinse, Dry 
ii. Soap and Shine-Basic, Rain Repellant, Triple Foam, 

SpotFree Rinse 
iii. Wax and Wheels-Soap and Shine, Hot Wax, Tire Shine, 
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Bug Prep, Undercarriage 
iv. SUDS Special- Wax and Wheels, SUDS Shield 

b. Fast pass page 
i. UWC Soap and Shine 
ii. UWC Wax and Wheels 
iii. UWC SUDS Special 

c. Rewash page 
3. Complete knowledge of Ipad & use of internal online infrastructure 

washatsuds.com & Jolt operations software.  
 

C. Daily Duties 
1. Lot checks 

i. Roll vac hoses 
ii. Check trash to ensure under ¾ full. 
iii. Collect dirty towels from return bin and wash/fold per instruction 
iv. Spot sweep 

2. Daily tasks 

3. Proper use of time clock 

i. Arrive 10 min before scheduled time 

ii. 15 min break 2 hours into shift 

iii. 30 min break 4 hours into shift 

iv. 15 minute break 6 hours into shift 

4. Ensure to send in count of daily cash log  

i. Open/Close 

ii. In/Out 

iii. Sale/Refund w/ approval 

 

III. SCHEDULING 
1. Non-guaranteed schedule only  
2. Mid shifts 
3. 3rd & 4th employee on Friday-Sunday and other high volume days  

4. Message location’s group chat 2 hours before shift to confirm if 
designated.  

5. Customer Concierge fills the role of mid shift on low volume days. 
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IV. Compensation 
 

1. Starting pay $8.00 per hour 
2. Opportunity to be promoted to a regular part time Associate position after 

successful completion of training during 60 day Temperary Employment 
Phase.  

3. Test given at the end of 60 day Trial by Site Supervisor.  Must complete 
test in a satisfactory manner to continue employment. 
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